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SUMMARY

Dynamic Software Engineer with over 5 years of experience in crafting innovative web applications. My expertise
lies in utilizing cuing-edge technologies, including Node, React, Typescript, JavaScript, SQL, and NoSQL, to
create immersive experiences that drive user engagement and exceed client expectations. I am deeply
passionate about leveraging technology to solve complex real-world problems.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Upwork January 2024 - Current

Freelancer

● Engeering an AI property analyzer to analyzemillions of properties, transforming the real estate forever.
● Spearheading the transformation of existing code to amono repo, for enterprise-level scale.

Tkxel April 2023 - January 2024

Senior Software Engineer

● Engineered a design systemwith design tokens, resulting in consistent design overall and 60% code reusability.
● Shipped amodule for an enterprise app, that Instigated an impressive 50% speed increase with enhanced UI/UX.
● Initiated the development of test suites that manifested in 30% fewer bugs in production and robust code overall.

Emerald Labs July 2022 - April 2023

Senior Software Engineer

● Orchestrated the development of 3 scaleable web apps, yielded 15% user retention with a 30% revenue spike.
● Optimized code structure and quality, instigated 30%bug reduction, and provoked 70% codemaintainability.
● Architected scalable schemas and NodeJs APIs, sparked faster response times, and increased user scalability.

LAAM June 2019 - June 2023

Software Engineer

● Utilized data visualization techniques, slashed analysis time by 50% for analysis, catalyzing a 15% surge in sales.
● Coordinated with C-level executives to drive substantial profits, averaging 2M+ daily sales in just 2 years.
● Mentored fellow engineers, contributing to overall success with eective communication and team strategy.

SKILLS

● Typescript, Javascript, Sql, Html, Css
● Mysql, Postgres, DynamoDb, MongoDB, Firebase
● NodeJs, Express, REST API, Graphql, Docker, CI/CD, React, Chakra UI, Ant Design, Redux, Zustand,

Tailwind, React Testing Library, Storybook, Tanstack, Seo, Git, Postman, Jest, Shopify, AWSCloud

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Computer Science (BSCS) | FCCU, A Chartered University July 2015 - July 2019
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